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What do you enjoy doing over and over again?

Who is Happy?

A

crow lived in the forest and
was absolutely satisfied in life.
But one day he saw a swan. “This
swan is so white,” he thought, “and
I am so black. This swan must be
the happiest bird in the world.”

H

e expressed his thoughts to the
swan. “Actually,” the swan
replied, “I was feeling that I was
the happiest bird around until I saw
a parrot, which has two colors. I
now think the parrot is the happiest
bird in creation.” The crow then
approached the parrot. The parrot
explained, “I lived a very happy
life until I saw a peacock. I have
only two colors, but the peacock
has multiple colors.”

T

“Dear peacock,” the crow said,
“you are so beautiful. Every day
thousands of people come to see
you. When people see me, they
immediately shoo me away. I think
you are the happiest bird on the
planet.”

T

he peacock replied, “I always
thought that I was the most
beautiful and happy bird on the
planet. But because of my beauty,
I am entrapped in this zoo. I have
examined the zoo very carefully,
and I have realized that the crow
is the only bird not kept in a cage.
So for past few days, I have been
thinking that if I were a crow, I
could happily roam everywhere.”

unhappiness. Learn to be happy in
what you have instead of looking
at what you don’t have. There
will always be someone who will
have more or less than you have.
Person who is satisfied with what
he/she has, is the happiest person
in the world.

T

he crow then visited a peacock
hat’s our problem too. We
in the zoo and saw that
make unnecessary comparison
hundreds of people had gathered to with others and become sad. We
see him. After the people had left, don’t value what God has given us.
the crow approached the peacock. This all leads to the vicious cycle of

Share with a chosen few first - By Tapas Dasmohapatra

S

omething cheerful and meaningful happens with you. You
are so happy and excited that you just
can’t wait to share with the world.

T

he multiplied happiness you
got by sharing with your cheerful friends acts as an antivirus.

I

n case some people athoose three most cheerful,
tempt to dampen your spirexciting and vibrant people it you remain unaffected and
from your friend-list, who would preserve
your
happiness.
definitely add a lot of energy and
enthusiasm to your happiness.
ecause
happy
moments
have to be earned, shared
ou know that they would and preserved so that they begenuinely be happy listening come pain balm in not so happy
to your happiness. Make it a point times. Share with a chosen few
to first share with them and then; first then with rest of the world.
only after then, share with others.
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The best apology is Changed Behavior

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal’s Book - Wow in Life

S

L

ometimes when I look around
ook around. All that is makI really get puzzled. I see
ing our lives comfortable,
that some people are not liv- safe and peaceful has been creing their life rather they ex- ated by some human being. I also
ist and are consumed by life. agree that lot of counterproductive creations are also done by us.
n Hindu scriptures we are told
that to get birth as a human is
am not defending the wrong doan amazing achievement and afings but I am only stating that
ter so many births we get this we have tremendous powers as huunique chance. Still, when we look mans and if we start utilizing it we
around we find that we are not uti- can create wonders for the world.
lizing this opportunity called life.
s humans we are even capaeing human is generally conble of attaining god (highest
sidered and is being used as possible achievement for most of
an excuse to commit mistakes. us). No other species even considWhenever anyone makes a mis- ers it as a goal. Don’t you agree?
take we have a standard excuse Therefore I firmly believe, “Beto defend it and that is “After ing human is not just a limitation;
all, we are just human beings.” it is an amazing possibility too.”

I

I

B
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W

god’s contribution by providing
us the faculty of mind. Then why
don’t we further explore it to excel. I am sure there is lot of unutilized potential which we all have.

L

et us stop taking being human as an excuse and start
exploring the amazing possibilities
we possess. Yes! It’s POSSIBLE.

his notion is accepted
hy don’t we look at the posamongst us all. I agree that
sibility side? We, as huwe have lot of limitations be- mans have achieved lot of things
ing humans but we also have lot which no other species could. I
of potential. Don’t you agree? agree this must have happened by

Humour Learning

T
T
O

wo boys were arguing when even know what a lie was.”
the teacher entered the room.
he boys gave the ten dollars to
he teacher says, “Why are you
the teacher.
arguing?”
oral: Live the moment by
ne boy answers, “We found a
appreciating it, don’t deten dollar bill and decided to stroy it by complaining it.
give it to whoever tells the biggest
lie.”

T
M

“

You should be ashamed of
yourselves,” said the teacher,
“When I was your age I didn’t
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Never, ever give up. You’re never too old to chase your dreams

The Lazy Farmer

T

H

he rain gods had been
e searched all around but
smiling the whole night.
could not find anyone
The roads were muddy and around to help him. Cursing
the potholes were filled to the his bad luck, he looked
brim. It was the day for the dejected and defeated.
market and Raju the farmer
was riding his cart along the
e didn’t make the
country road.
slightest effort to get
down on the wheel and lift
e had to reach the market it up by himself. Instead, he
early so that he can sell started cursing his luck for
his hay. It was very difficult what happened. Looking up at
for the horses to drag the load the sky, he started shouting at
through the deep mud. On his God, “I am so unlucky! Why
journey suddenly the wheels has this happened to me? Oh
of the horse cart sank into the God, come down to help me.”
mire.
fter a long wait, God
he more the horses
finally appeared before
pulled, the deeper the Raju. He asked Raju, “Do
wheel sank. Raju climbed you think you can move the
down from his seat and stood chariot by simply looking
beside his cart.
at it and whining about it?

H

T

H

A

Nobody will help you unless
you make some effort to help
yourself. Did you try to get
the wheel out of the pothole
by yourself? Get up and put
your shoulder to wheel and
you will soon find the way
out.”

R

aju was ashamed of
himself. He bent down
and put his shoulder to the
wheel and urged on the horses.
In no time the wheel was out
of the mire. Raju learned his
lesson. He thanked God and
carried on his journey happily.

M
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oral: God helps those
who help themselves.

Never ruin an apology with an excuse

Life Lesson!!
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Life is like photography, you use the negatives to develop
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